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To find a quick and easy route to web-enable
CICS applications, my site implemented IBM’s
CICS Web Support (CWS). Overall, we were

impressed with CWS. It provides a quick, simple,
and inexpensive method for accessing
CICS applications from a web browser.
This article provides our perspective
on the strengths of CWS, the chal-
lenges we encountered, and a
few suggestions on what you
can do to make CWS a viable
web-enablement solution.

ACCESSING THE CICS
APPLICATIONS FROM
A WEB BROWSER

CICS applications have been
accessible from web browsers since
IBM introduced the CICS Web Interface
(CWI) with CICS 4.1. Now named CICS Web
Support (CWS) with Transaction Server (TS) 1.3, CWS
is a collection of transactions and programs that allow
web browsers to communicate directly with CICS
applications without an intermediate gateway or a
separate web server. This means users can directly
request a CICS application from a web browser by
entering a uniform resource locator (URL). The URL is
sent via hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) to a TCP/IP
port assigned to CICS. By interpreting the URL com-
ponents, CICS can determine which application to run.

CWS provides two methods for accessing CICS
applications. First, CWS allows web-aware applications

to be directly accessed from a web browser. Web-aware
applications are CICS applications written specifically
for presentation from a web browser. They use the new

EXEC CICS WEB API and EXEC CICS
DOCTEMPLATE commands of CWS to

provide HTML to the web browser. As
shown in the diagram in Figure 1,

CWS also includes a 3270
bridge facility that enables
users to access 3270-based
CICS applications from a
web browser without making
changes to the application.
(Figure 1 was adapted from a
figure in IBM Redbook SG24-

5480-00 page 15.)

THE BENEFITS AND
CHALLENGES OF CWS

We tested CWS for several months to determine
if we could use it for web enablement. During our testing,
we found that CWS provides many benefits when
compared to more complicated solutions. Even taking
into account the time required to solve some issues we
encountered, we concluded that CWS is one of the
simplest, quickest, and most inexpensive web enablement
solutions for CICS applications.

Quick and Easy Implementation
Because IBM provides CWS free with Transaction

Server (TS), you can safely and quickly get your feet
wet in the web enablement arena with only an investment
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of your time. We strongly recommend
upgrading to TS 1.3 if you are using CICS
4.1 or TS 1.2. When working with CWS,
various improvements and the addition of
new Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) and functions make TS 1.3 a much
better release.

Installing CWS was quick and straight-
forward, which we view as a major benefit.
Implementation went smoothly, largely
because we could rely on our existing
CICS skill sets. With the exception of
HTML, we were not required to learn new
languages, software, or platforms to
implement CWS.

We found the TCPIPSERVICE facility to
be well designed and easily maintained.
TCPIPSERVICE is a CICS facility that
manages the TCP/IP port and Socket
Listener Task (CSOL) and enables CICS to
listen simultaneously on many ports and
Internet protocol (IP) addresses for different
types of requests. Because TCPIPSERVICEs
are defined using RDO and the CEDA trans-
action, additional ports can be easily added
to CWS without cycling CICS.

Creating a New Analyzer
After installing CWS, we began to eval-

uate important CWS facilities, including
the analyzer. IBM provides several sample
analyzers (DFHWBADX, DFH$WBSA,
DFH$WBSB) with CWS but recommends
that you write your own. We agree with
IBM’s recommendation, but when testing
CWS, the IBM sample analyzers worked
fine. Consider the following issues when
you are writing a new analyzer.

First, the URL structure required by the
sample analyzers can lead to management
and security issues. The structure appears
as follows:

http://ipname:port/converter/alias/
program

If the converter, alias transaction, or server
program changes within CICS, the URL for
the application will become invalid. This
means that all hypertext links referencing
the URL will no longer work. When a user
attempts to access the application, the
browser will display an Error Message 404.
Unfortunately, if there are many links to the

application, updating each link can be a
maintenance headache.

Second, if your CICS systems use
transaction-level security, any user who
has access to one alias transaction can
access other programs within CICS,
whether the user has authority to do so or
not. This is because IBM’s analyzer does
not require the alias transaction and program
to be entered together in the URL. Therefore,
users who want to access restricted programs
could do so by entering a URL that includes
the alias transaction that they have access
to, followed by a restricted program name.

Other Considerations
IBM provides two sample analyzers that

address security. DFH$WBSB provides HTTP
basic authentication, and DFH$WBSA pro-
vides System Authorization Facility (SAF).
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FIGURE 1: CWS ACCESS TO CICS APPLICATIONS FIGURE 2: TABLE TO MANAGE
URL COMPONENTS OF EACH
CICS APPLICATION

An Explanation of the CWS Process
When the user submits the URL, the web browser constructs an HTTP request that passes across

the web to the TCP/IP communication interface of the host operating system. See Figure 1. The
TCP/IP communication interface relays the request to the CICS listener within CWS. The listener
links to a translation program that translates the HTTP header and (if necessary) user data infor-
mation from ASCII to EBCDIC. The listener then links to an analyzer that uses the URL to deter-
mine what resources are needed to fulfill the request. This includes determining what alias transac-
tion is started, what converter is used, and what CICS application should be executed.

Once the alias transaction is started, the Business Logic Interface (BLI) takes one of several
approaches, depending on the specification from the analyzer:

If the analyzer specifies a converter, the BLI links to it before and after the user program is exe-
cuted. At decode (before), the converter can modify the HTTP request to prepare it for the BLI to pro-
vide it to the user program. The BLI then links to the user program. At encode (after), the convert-
er may inspect and modify the information from the COMMAREA returned by the user program.

If the analyzer does not specify a converter, the BLI calls the specific user program to be executed
and returns the HTTP response to the alias transaction.

Once the HTML is returned to the alias transaction, the alias transaction returns the HTTP
response to the Sockets Domain, which issues a call to TCP/IP. TCP/IP sends the HTTP response
back to the web browser.
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With basic HTTP authentication
(DFH$WBSB), the browser provides a
sign-on screen where users enter a user ID
and password. The browser encodes the user
ID and password using Base 64 encoding and
sends them to CICS and to the analyzer,
where the user is verified for access to CICS
resources. It’s important to be aware that
the Base 64-encoded user ID and pass-
word can turn up in traces and dumps from
CICS and can then easily be decoded. This
may not be an issue in a traditional web
environment, where user ID and password
usage may be relatively finite. However, in
a mainframe environment, where user ID
and password usage is more global, this
could allow access to many different
resources within a system.

SAF (DFH$WBSA) provides its own
sign-on screen, where the user enters a user
ID and password. The user ID and password
are then passed to CWS, where DFH$WBSA
checks them against RACF. DFH$WBSA
then builds a token, attaches it to the end of
the URL, and sends it back to the browser.
An advantage to this approach is that,
unlike DFH$WBSB, the user ID and
password are passed only once (the first
time) and are never passed again. They are
not accessible from traces or dumps.
However, DFH$WBSA also presents
problems. First, because tokens are attached
to the ends of the URLs and then are made
invalid after the browser session ends, they
corrupt the URLs in the browser’s history
feature. Also, having tokens visible in the
URL allows other users to see, copy, and use
them. Fortunately, you can overcome these
security issues by writing a new analyzer.

STRENGTHENING THE ANALYZER

For any analyzer to work, the URL must
be mapped to CICS resources. We developed
a URL mapping strategy to comply with
this requirement and to resolve issues related
to directly referencing CICS resources. As
part of this strategy, we built a table to
manage the URL components of each CICS
application, as shown in Figure 2. In this
table, we enter the CICS resource compo-
nents of the application’s URL, including
the converter, alias transaction, and CICS
program. We then assign a meaningful
name to the components. The name takes
the place of the components in the URL.
This method solves two problems. First, by
having a table we provide a break between

CICS resources and the URL. Therefore, a
change in CICS resources can be accounted
for in the table and not affect links to the
application. The URLs remained the same,
regardless of changes in CICS.

Second, by assigning a name to the CICS
resources, we can hide the internal resources
from the user. We did so by having the URL
display only the name assigned in the table.
This way, the user is unable to enter an alias
transaction without the appropriate program
name. This protects restricted programs
from unauthorized access and helps support
traditional transaction-level security. By
adding URLs to a table, the new analyzer
allowed for easier maintenance and better
security. We also found that the URLs were
cleaner looking and easier to remember.

Creating a Cookie
To develop solutions for the security issues

found in the HTTP Basic Authentication
(DFH$WBSB) and SAF (DFH$WBSA)
analyzers, we created a Java applet. The
applet appears in a browser as a sign-on
screen and provides an encryption method
for the user ID and password. The applet
then sends the encrypted user ID and
password to the mainframe, where the
analyzer decrypts them. With this method,
the user ID and password are never sent
unencrypted. The analyzer checks the user
ID and password against RACF, signs on
the user, and creates a token that is passed
as a session cookie. The cookie is sent back
to the browser in the HTTP header, allowing
the user to access CICS resources as long as

the browser session remains active. There
are several advantages to this method. First,
because the cookie is a session cookie, it
need not be stored on the user’s PC. Second,
the cookie doesn’t appear in the URL as a
token, eliminating the problem with cor-
ruption of the browser history. And third,
because the user password is only sent once
and never stored on CICS, it will never
appear in traces or dumps within CICS.

Writing an analyzer that incorporates a
URL mapping strategy and a session cook-
ie allows you to hide the CICS resources
specified in the URL and to improve the
security of CWS.

USING THE 3270
BRIDGE FACILITY

When our first CICS application
appeared in a web browser via the 3270
bridge, we were enthusiastic and amazed
at how easy it was to implement. As we
experimented further, we found that tak-
ing full advantage of the 3270 bridge
required a little more effort. We needed to
understand what functionality is and is
not provided in 3270-bridged output, how
customization of the output affects future
maintenance, and what restrictions exist
with the 3270 bridge.

Functionality of the 3270 Bridge
Output

The HTML presentation generated by
the 3270 bridge lacks some of the function-
ality expected by today’s web users. You
can resolve most of these functionality
issues by using the Basic Mapping Service
(BMS) macros or by customizing the
HTML templates.

Dennis Beck’s article “Web Enabling
CICS Applications Using the 3270 Bridge”
from the September 2000 issue of
Technical Support shows that macros
(DFHWBOUT and DFHMDX) can easily
and quickly improve the standard 3270
bridge output, especially if you have CICS
experience. We found this to be true. Using
the macros, we significantly improved our
applications’ appearance by eliminating
unwanted text, customizing PF key buttons,
and adding graphics.

Customizing HTML templates poses a
few problems. Any customization can be
lost when the BMS maps are reassembled.
To minimize this potential problem, you
must implement a consistent change control

Countless web-enablement
solutions are available

today. Many solutions are
expensive, difficult to
implement, and time

consuming to maintain.
In contrast, by using CWS,

you can quickly and
inexpensively make CICS

applications available from
a web browser.
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system to avoid overwriting customized
templates. Beck pointed out that customizing
HTML templates requires skills in HTML.
Depending on your HTML background, you
may find that the HTML source generated by
the 3270 bridge tends to be complex and
easily corrupted when altered.

Even after using macros or customizing
templates, some CICS applications still lack
some web functionality. For example, if you
have a long list of items that continues for
several screens, you would probably prefer
to use scroll bars instead of PF key buttons
to move through the list. Incorporating this
functionality will likely require altering
the application.

Customizing 3270 Bridge Output and
Future Maintenance

If you choose to significantly improve
the output from the 3270 bridge, you
should take into consideration the mainte-
nance issues associated with the HTML
template. Maintenance of the HTML tem-
plates increases as you add web elements
not associated with the application’s
functionality. We refer to these elements as
corporate web elements. They include
logos, background images, hypertext links,
and so on. In a web environment, these
elements typically change regularly. While
web designers might find these changes
easy with today’s HTML editors, the
maintenance process is much more time
consuming and difficult when working with
individual BMS maps or HTML templates,
especially if you are new to this sort of
effort. In most cases, web designers will
not have experience with or access to a
CICS application’s BMS maps or HTML
templates. This means your CICS program-
mers could be burdened with designing and
maintaining web presentations.

COMMAREA Restrictions
A potential limitation with adding corpo-

rate web elements to HTML templates is the
use of the COMMAREA with the DFH-
WBTTA bridge program. For a more
detailed explanation of this process, see the
accompanying sidebar on page 12. Because
COMMAREAs are restricted to 32KB, you
should monitor the file size of HTML tem-
plates when adding logos and images. If a
template becomes larger than 32KB, it cannot
be passed in a COMMAREA and will create
an ABEND in the system.

BMS Restrictions
Finally, to use the 3270 bridge, applica-

tions can use only the minimum level of
BMS. Applications that use the standard
or full version of BMS may not be able to
use the 3270 bridge. This means functions
such as BMS page builds cannot be used.
To web-enable these applications, you will
either need to rewrite them as web-aware
applications or adjust the BMS maps to
allow them to work with the 3270 bridge.
IMPLEMENTING A 3270 BRIDGE
STRATEGY

The 3270 bridge provides a quick, inex-
pensive method for deploying CICS
applications to a web browser. We were
able to develop relatively quick, straight-
forward solutions to the various issues we
encountered. To take advantage of 3270
bridge’s benefits, you should implement the
following strategies.

Separate the Corporate Web Elements
As part of your strategy, you should

separate the corporate web elements (such
as logos, links, and background images)
from the rest of the application. In a web

environment, corporate web elements
change often and require HTML experience
to maintain. By separating these elements
from the rest of your application, you
eliminate constant maintenance of maps
and templates, and allow your web designers,
rather than your CICS programmers, to do
the design work. An additional benefit is
that by eliminating corporate web elements
from the templates, you can avoid the 32KB
limitation of the COMMAREA.

To customize the remaining presentation,
we recommend using IBM’s macros rather
than customizing individual HTML templates.
Macros are great for eliminating unwanted
text and for customizing PF key buttons, and
they do not require much HTML knowledge.
They also preserve the customizations when
BMS maps are reassembled.

Use the 3270 Bridge for Intranet
Applications

As a part of your strategy you should also
consider limiting the 3270 bridge to intranet
applications. From an intranet, the 3270
bridge gives users access to applications
from a web browser rather than from an emu-
lator, and applications can be customized
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FIGURE 3: AN EXAMPLE OF THEMES 
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enough with BMS macros to provide a web
look and feel. Because the 3270 bridge is
provided with TS and because you have more
control over an intranet, you can inexpensive-
ly and safely ease into web enablement and
identify issues that will impact deployment
to the Internet. Your internal users, who
have a good understanding of the CICS
applications, can provide helpful feedback
on problems that arise in the web-enabled
CICS applications.

However, if you choose to deploy a 3270-
bridged application to the Internet, you
should consider customizing with the
macros as well as manually altering the
HTML templates to make your applications
more web savvy.

Develop Web-Aware Applications
Of course, the 3270 bridge is only one

method of providing CICS applications
from a web browser using CWS. Web-aware
applications are written specifically to be
displayed from a web browser and can be
deployed without the restrictions of the
3270 bridge. These applications use the
EXEC CICS WEB API and EXEC CICS
DOCTTEMPLATE commands and do not
have the COMMAREA or BMS map
restrictions of the 3270 bridge. A complete
discussion of how to create web-aware
applications requires more space than is
available in this article, but will be covered
in the concluding part of this series. For
now, your web-enablement strategy
should include evaluating which applica-
tions should be deployed using the 3270
bridge and which should be written as
web-aware applications.

Implementing the 3270 bridge with this
strategy provides two major benefits. First,
by separating corporate web elements from

applications and by using IBM’s macros to
customize output, you can quickly and inex-
pensively provide and maintain attractive
CICS applications from an intranet. Second,
by providing applications from an intranet
and by determining which applications
should be written as web-aware, you gain
valuable insight into your future web-
enablement needs.

THEME MANAGER SOLUTION

After testing CWS, we developed Theme
Manager for CICS. This product merges
HTML pages (called themes) with the
HTML output from the 3270 bridge or other
web-aware applications to improve their
appearance. Themes wrap around applications
at runtime and can contain .gif or .jpeg
images, JavaScripts, background colors, or
any other HTML elements, as shown in
Figure 3. Because themes are created,
stored, and maintained separately from the
CICS application, they are unaffected by
changes to the CICS application. This
eliminates the headache of updating corpo-
rate web elements in the BMS maps or
HTML templates. Themes are applied to
applications at the encode stage of the
converter, overcoming the 32KB limit of
the COMM-AREA. Theme Manager also
includes a feature that allows you to add
HTML to your presentation from other
sources such as temporary storage queues
(TSQ) and to upload and serve images
from CICS.

Theme Manager for CICS also includes a
robust analyzer for CWS. This analyzer
allows you to add the URL components to a
table, assign names to the CICS resources
of each URL, and maintain the URLs from
the product’s user interface. It also provides

a proprietary encryption and session cookie
that alleviates the security problems apparent
in IBM’s sample analyzers.

CONCLUSION

Countless web-enablement solutions are
available today. Many solutions are expensive,
difficult to implement, and time consuming
to maintain. In contrast, by using CWS, you
can quickly and inexpensively make CICS
applications available from a web browser.
To successfully implement CWS, you will
need to write an analyzer that provides a URL
mapping strategy and that improves security.
You should also separate the corporate web
elements from your CICS applications, so
that web designers, not CICS programmers,
can design web presentations. With these
enhancements, CWS can provide a viable
solution to web enablement.
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